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click on the expert settings button and make
the changes youd like. think-cell 9 also

includes a fun option to autoplay your graphs.
the graphs will play automatically when the

presentation is opened. how cool is that?
within a few seconds, you can use this data to
create a graph or chart in powerpoint (and if
youre not sure how to do that, check out our
free graphs and charts resource ). not only is
this approach way faster than trying to mimic

the chart yourself, but its also much more
accurate. the new think-cell comes a powerful

set of features, including brand-compliant
charts and layouts, automatic number

formatting, and real-time agenda updates.
with this version, microsoft powerpoint and
excel will seamlessly talk to each other and
allow you to update graphs that auto-update
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charts based on data from that powerpoint or
excel file. it’s time to go beyond just looking at

the numbers, and now use big data
visualizations to save time and make your

presentations more effective, says
hannebauer. businesses typically depend on a
number of important financial reports, such as
sales figures, profit and loss, budget and other
reports that are created monthly. there is a lot

of data to be brought on the big choice of
keep reports for a week. so, how to keep them
updated every day and keep track of the data
everyday? think cell 9’s up to date charting it

as a reference tool for these monthly key
economic reports. saving you the hassle of

keeping them up to date every day. suppose
you are having high sales or simply to

compare the sales at different times, you can
easily make a graph that will show you this all
in one easy way. think-cell can do this for you,

this is all possible from one place and one
click. that’s the power of think-cell to keep

everything in one place.
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this new version will enable think-cell users to
create reports with all of the data they have

collected in previous versions of the software.
it will enable users to generate reports based

on all the data they have collected over a
specified time period. it will also enable users

to create automatic charts and graphic layouts
from that data. the charts will be created

according to the users specifications, and it
will look for data series that match the data

specifications provided by the user. this
version is available for download on getthink-
cell.com and it is a free trial version that will
enable you to generate some charts and edit

the settings. you will be able to edit the
settings, add more data sets, and create new
charts. to get the full version you will need to
pay $24.99 for a single user license or $49.99
for a commercial license. for more information

and to download the new version, go to
getthink-cell.com. leveraging the strength of
excel’s formula engine, it uses the power of
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machine learning algorithms to create
completely new and unique chart types,

shapes, and data visualizations. it will create
graphs and charts that you have never seen
before, and it will do all of this without you
having to learn any new chart type or data

visualization techniques. if you are an
experienced excel user, think-cell will add

immediate value and productivity. if you are
new to excel and think-cell will improve your

productivity and experience. think-cell chart 9
is a fantastic bit of software that may create

professional graphs such as webinars,
marimekkos, and gantts inside a couple of

minutes and also further automatically
upgrade them straight from connected excel
data. it comprises more than 40 graph types,
multiple data visual improvements, etc. it can

produce and update graphs in powerpoint
straight from the excel data, in addition to

extract information from graphs, pictures, and
a lot more. the program provides you the

capacity to construct stacked column graphs
such as a value axis, automatic column

breaks, formatted numbers, and a cagr arrow.
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in addition, the agenda-building capacity is
automatic keeping a whole program in

powerpoint works in precisely the exact same
fashion for a table of contents at a fantastic

word processor. whilst the excel add-in
empowers consistently rounded amounts
across both intricate calculations and a

number of worksheets. 5ec8ef588b
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